


Want to
know a
secret?
I used to hate the phrase "self care".

Like properly, full-on rant anytime I heard

it. It felt so fickle and surfacey, co-opted

by people whose lives I couldn't relate to

- it just didn't hit home for me. It felt like

self-care didn't count unless it involved

leaving the house, booking

appointments, investing in a new piece

of kit or buying the right book. 

But I loved the intention behind the

words... so, slowly (very slowly) I started

to incorporate some tiny new habits into

my life that made me feel like I could

breathe a little easier, like things flowed a

little more, like life could be a little less

complicated. Ten years on from that and

it's still those little things that make all the

difference.

In  se l f -care ,
the  l i t t le  th ings
turned  out  to  be
the  big  th ings



My favourite way to approach self care?

 

Mini Acts that take no longer than 

5 minutes, dotted throughout each day

My mind's default speed is a million mph. By keeping each self-care act short and

sweet, I remove the excuse of not having enough time. It also acts as a mindful little

punctuation mark between transitions when otherwise I'd run straight from one task to

the next, not allowing my mind or body time to process or pause.

When you micro-size the acts, it becomes actually achievable. There's not that fear of

being interrupted or running out of time. Even at the height of my care responsibilities, I

can still find 5 minutes.

So, this week, I invite you to think about how you can incorporate some mini acts of self

care into your daily routine. 

And, to help you

begin (and because

I want to get real),

I'm sharing 20 Mini

Acts of Self Care

from my life last

week...



sitting on the doorstep looking at the view

blasting 'Where Is Her Head' by The National

through my earphones on the loudest volume

setting

taking the little silver medal that was my grandad's

out of its box, holding it in my hand and thinking

about him

ordering a replacement toothbrush head which I'd

been meaning to do for weeks

throwing a banana, frozen berries and orange juice

into a jug and blending it into a smoothie

 bookmarking an important Zoom link so I only need

to make 1 click

 putting in my earplugs and closing the door

 texting an "I miss you and I love you!" to a far-away

friend instead of waiting to compile the perfect

newsy message

 asking a loved one to stop telling me the plot-lines

of the psychological dramas they watch every day

cleaning my glasses

buying a new ink cartridge so I can use my favourite

pen again

creating a folder to keep appointment letters in one

place

taking a book that makes me feel rubbish these

days off the shelf and putting it by the front door to

take to a charity shop

 texting a relative to let them know I have a busy

week but will be in touch to arrange to meet once

it's quieter

putting my heat bag in the microwave and staring

into space for the 3 minutes it takes to heat up

having a nap

finding a 5 minute meditation and trusting that it's

still serving a purpose

stretching out my back with some super-basic yoga

poses before getting into bed

using the fancy amazing-smelling face mask sample

I received as a freebie instead of saving it

hanging a poster on the wall that says "Be Open to

the Joy You Deserve"
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What little acts of self care
will you choose today?

So many of these seemingly little tasks

make life easier as a whole... by make a

future task more simple, or by meeting my

sensory needs, by connecting me to the

people I love, by holding boundaries to

protect my wellbeing.

I invite you to do the same.

Tell me what 'Mini Acts of Self Care' 

 look like for you!

If you love this newsletter, go tell a

friend to join my list! Let's make this

community somewhere we can all

feel seen, where it's easy to be

visible, to drop in and share because

you know you have sounding

boards, people cheering you on with

beautiful and authentic intention. 

Incredible things can happen when

we show up for ourselves.

Big love,

Nadia xx
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